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Introduction
◇

Flex-table Formwork System for Slab is the easiest and most flexible slab formwork system for all types of slabs consisting of
tubular steel props. Tripod, Four -way Head, H20 Timber Beams and Plywood Sheets.
The System can be used for a clear height up to 5.90m.

◇

We have emerged as one of the most profound manufacturers of normal and Heavy Duty Props.
Basically seen at construction sites, all these Scaffolding & Props are widely used for supporting buildings and large
structures.

◇

Fabricated from best quality steel, our stock of props is highly durable in terms of proficiency. With Light and Heavy Duty
Props, one can reduce the cost incurred as these props are reusable to support formwork shuttering.

◇

Flex is a slab formwork which is not restricted by modular dimensions and therefore doesn't dictate to any rules of a
modular system. Due to the versatility of the Flex system, all geometric constructions can be realized easily and without
difficulties.

◇

Maximum variability and adaptability makes the Flex profitable. You are working demand oriented and are saving material,
efforts and costs. Solidity of the construction, stability and robustness, as well as versatility and easy assembly characterize
the flex system.

◇

The Flex-table Formwork System also impresses by its favorable material costs and is therefore an economical solution
wherever the wage level is low.
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SLAB FORMWORK SYSTEM

Characteristics

◇

The most easy and Flex-table Formwork System for all types
of slabs, consisting of steel props, tripod, four-way head, H20
timber beam and shuttering panel.

◇

It is mainly used for decking areas around lift shafts and stair
cases, also for villa projects or manual handled slab formwork
system with limited crane capacity.

◇

This system is fully crane independent.

◇

The H20 timber Beams due to its easy handling, low weight and
excellent statically figures its high-grade bonding and protected
beam ends with a plastic bumper assures a long duration of
life.
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H20 Flex Formwork System

Quick Lowering

For safety purpose and to save time, BaiLi Steel props are
equipped with quick release bolts, which facilitate the
threaded nut to be released easily and immediately by a
simple blow of the hammer.
Additional accessories make slab flex formwork even
faster, more efficient and more economical.
For example erection of the BaiLi Steel Prop is made easier
and safer by using the tripod stand.
The perforated surface of the decking provides a high level
of safety.
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Compare to the other systems Flex-table Formwork
System is very easy process to erect.
This system is doesn’t need any crane or lifting
equipments.
Due to the versatility of the Flex-table System, all
geometric constructions can be realized easily and without
difficulties.

SLAB FORMWORK SYSTEM

Components
Steel Prop

Weight(Kg)
11.5
13.98
17.79
14.64
16.53
19.90
25.32
31.65

Safety Hand Rail

Weight(Kg)
14.53

Four -way Head

Weight(Kg)
3.53

Supporting Head

Weight(Kg)
1.24

Tripod

Weight(Kg)
12.35
10.17

Item No.
07160101
07160102
07160103
07160104
07160105
07160106
07160107
07160108

Item No.

Spec. & tech. parameter
Ф60/Ф48

1400-2500
1650-3000
1900-3500
Ф75/Ф60 1400-2500
1650-3000
1900-3500
2150-4000
Ф88/Ф77.5 2900-5500

Spec. & tech. parameter

08160100

Item No.

Remarks

Remarks
fix to the H20 and serve
as guard rail to prevent
falls.

Spec. & tech. parameter

Remarks

Spec. & tech. parameter

Remarks

Spec. & tech. parameter

Remarks

H90
H70

Using the tripod
the stability of high
and self supporting
slab tables can be
improved during
erection and
positioning

07160700

Item No.
08160200

Item No.
08160301
08160302
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